2022 Wisconsin Agricultural Outlook Forum

**Agriculture, Nitrogen, and Water Quality in Wisconsin**

9:00-10:00  Registration

10:00-10:05  Introduction and Overview
            Pam Jahnke, Mid-West Farm Report

10:05-12:00  **Agricultural Situation and Outlook**
10:05-10:15  *Farm Income* - Paul Mitchell, UW-Madison
10:15-10:30  *Grain* - John Heinberg, Total Farm Marketing
10:30-10:45  *Specialty Crops* – Tamas Houlihan, WPVGA
10:45-11:00  Questions and Panel Discussion

11:00-11:15  Break

11:15-11:30  *Dairy* - Mark Stephenson, UW-Madison
11:30-11:45  *Livestock & Meat* - Brenda Boetel, UW-River Falls
11:45-12:00  Questions and Panel Discussion

12:00-1:00  **Lunch**

1:00-1:10  Introduction and CALS Update
1:00-1:05  Pam Jahnke, Mid-West Farm Report
1:05-1:10  UW-Madison CALS Update (Dean Kate VandenBosch)

1:10-2:20  **Water Quality Efforts: UW-Madison**
1:10-1:30  Chris Kucharik: Agriculture, Nitrogen and Water Quality in Wisconsin
1:30-1:50  Matt Ruark: Water Quality Lessons Learned from Discovery Farms
1:50-2:10  John Exo: Extension’s Contributions to Improving Water Quality
2:10-2:20  Questions and Panel Discussion

2:20-2:30  Break

2:30-3:50  **Water Quality Efforts: External Stakeholders**
2:30-2:50  Mike Tiboris, River Alliance of Wisconsin
2:50-3:10  Jeff Endres, Endres Berryride Farms and Yahara Pride
3:10-3:30  Jeremie Pavelski, Heartland Farms
3:30-3:50  Questions and Panel Discussion

4:00-5:00  **Reception: Varsity Hall 3**